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)RUHZRUG
This report is prepared under task 2 in the Nordic NORDKLIM project: 1RUGLF&R2SHUDWLRQ
:LWKLQ &OLPDWH$FWLYLWLHV The NORDKLIM project is a part of the formalised collaboration
between the NORDic METeorological institutes, NORDMET.
7KHPDLQREMHFWLYHVRI125'./,0DUH
  6WUHQJWKHQLQJ WKH 1RUGLF FOLPDWH FRPSHWHQFH IRU FRSLQJ ZLWK LQFUHDVHG QDWLRQDO DQG
LQWHUQDWLRQDOFRPSHWLWLRQ
  ,PSURYLQJ WKH FRVWHIILFLHQF\ RI WKH 1RUGLF PHWHRURORJLFDO VHUYLFHV LH E\ Lmproving
procedures for standardized quality control & more rational production of standard climate
statistics)
 &RRUGLQDWLQJMRLQW1RUGLFDFWLYLWLHVRQFOLPDWHDQDO\VHVDQGVWXGLHVRQORQJWHUPFOLPDWH
YDULDWLRQV
The NORDKLIM project has two main tasks:
&OLPDWHGDWD(Network design, Quality control, long-term datasets).
&OLPDWH$SSOLFDWLRQV (Time series analysis, use of GIS within climate applications,
mesoscale climatological analysis, extreme values and return periods).
A detailed description of the project is given by Førland et al.(1998).
NORDKLIM is coordinated by an Advisory Committee, headed by an Activity Manager. Each
of the main tasks is headed by a Task manager.
The Advisory Committee in NORDKLIM is presently consisting of:
Hasse Alexandersson, SMHI
Eirik J. Førland, DNMI ($FWLYLW\0DQDJHU)
Raino Heino, FMI
Trausti Jónsson, VI
Lillian Wester Andersen, DMI
The present task managers are: Task 1: Pauli Rissanen (FMI), Task 2: Ole Einar Tveito
(DNMI)

The addresses of the Nordic Meteorological Institutes are:

'HQPDUN Danish Meteorological Institute, Lyngbyvej 100, DK-2100 Copenhagen, Denmark, (www.dmi.dk)
)LQODQG Finnish Meteorological Institute, P.O.B.503, FIN-00101 Helsinki, Finland, (www.fmi.fi)
,FHODQG Vedurstofa Islánds, Bustadavegur 9, IS-150 Reykjavik, Iceland, (www.vedur.is)
1RUZD\Norwegian Meteorological Institute, P.O.Box 43 Blindern, N-0313 Oslo, Norway, (www.dnmi.no)
6ZHGHQ Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute, S-60176 Norrköping, Sweden, (www.smhi.se)
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,QWURGXFWLRQ
The Nordic countries together hold a vast amount of climate data in their databases. A goal
for NORDKLIM should be to make the process of locating, acquiring, and sharing climate
data less difficult. Another goal should be to exchange experiences of different visualisation
tools and to develop efficient systems co-operatively. Section 2 gives an overview of
visualisation tools that are in use in the Nordic countries. Maps or tables illustrate many of
these tools. Section 3 contains a brief discussion on exchange of data. Section 4 describes a
web-based system for retrieval and presentation of the climate database at DNMI. Section 5
gives some examples of climate information available on the Internet site at SMHI.

9LVXDOLVDWLRQWRROV
Visualisation tools concentrate on the mapping of data to graphic form, such as polygons,
images, charts and tables.

Raw
data

Visualisation

Polygons,
images, etc.

Rendering

Screen
imagery

The quality of the final product depends on the underlying system. There are quite a number
of visualisation tools on the market. The following tools are used in the Nordic countries for
visualisation of climate data.
7RROV
)LQODQG
,FHODQG
1RUZD\
ArcInfo
X
X
X
ArcView
X
X
X
Mapinfo
ArcIMS
X
AVS
Microsoft products
X
X
X
Acrobat (pdf)
X
X
X
Java
X
X
eXpose
Visual Basic
(X)
GrADS
X
GMT
X
X
GnuPlot
X
X
StarOffice
X
X
Jasc Paint Shop Pro
X
Surfer
X
Grapher
PageMaker
X
Adobe Illustrator
X
Ferret
X
(X) = not used today, but will be used in the future, according to plans

6ZHGHQ
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
(X)

X
X
X
X
X
X
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$UF,QIR
ArcInfo is a complete GIS for creating, managing, dissemination and applying geographic
knowledge. ArcInfo is a system of applications. The system handles vector-data (points, lines
and polygons) and raster data, as well as triangular irregular networks (TIN) for representing
surfaces.
ArcInfo runs in a client/server environment and the system can be optimally configured by
having high-performance UNIX machines host data and geoprocessing servers, while PC:s
running Microsoft Windows NT are used to best advantage by end users. The new version of
ArcInfo, ArcInfo 8, is an integrated system composed of two major parts: Workstation
ArcInfo and Desktop ArcInfo. Workstation ArcInfo includes the modules ARC, ARCEDIT,
ARCPLOT, AML, INFO, GRID, NETWORK, ARC TIN etc. Desktop ArcInfo consists of
three new applications, Arc Catalog, Arc Map and Arc Toolbox. Each application is tailored
to help the user accomplish related tasks quickly. All Desktop ArcInfo applications have
standard Windows environment and are designed for use solely on Windows NT. These
applications work with existing Workstation ArcInfo environments.

Flood risk map for the river
Västerdalälven at Björbo
Calculated highest flood according to the guiding
principles of the Swedish Flood Committee.
100 year flood
Roads
Elevation curve
Railroad
Bottom map layer: GSD −Green Map, National Land Survey of Sweden

Example; Map created using ArcInfo
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$UF,QIR supports two primary geographic data models – the georelational model (i.e.
coverages and shapes with attributes) as well as a new object-oriented model called a
“geodatabase”

$UF,QIREDVHPRGXOHV
Arc

ArcEdit

ArcPlot

ArcCatalog

ArcMap

ArcToolbox

ArcCatalog is the application for locating, browsing and managing spatial data and
ArcCatalog resembles the Windows Explorer®.
ArcMap is the environment for working with map data and creating cartographic output,
reports, and charts. ArcMap includes an editor.
ArcToolbox provides access to all of ArcInfo software’s coverage processing and analysis
functions. Each tool has a dialog-driven interface with wizards.
Read more: http://www.ersi.com
Examples: ArcCatalog and ArcMap
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$UF9LHZ
ArcView GIS is a desktop geographic information system. With ArcView GIS you can create
intelligent, dynamic maps using data from virtually any source and across most popular
computing platform. ArcView provides the tools to let you work with maps, database tables,
charts and graphics. You can also use multimedia links to add pictures, sound and video to
your maps.
There are quite a few extensions to ArcView GIS that you can load when you need additional
functionality. Several extensions come together with ArcView GIS and there are also optional
extensions that provide advanced analysis and functional capabilities such as ArcView 3D
Analyst, ArcView Spatial Analyst and ArcView Internet Map Server.


Example; Map made in ArcView
Read more: http://www.esri.com
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0DSLQIR
Mapinfo Professional is a software for mapping and geographic analysis. It includes a built-in
geocoder, an extensive collection of pre-designed maps. It’s mostly used for making maps to
enhance presentations and aid in decision making.


Example; Map made in Mapinfo
Read more: http://www.mapinfo.com

$UF,06
ArcIMS is a product in the “Arc-family” from ESRI and provides a platform for distributing
geographic information via the Internet. It takes the standard Arc-VKDSH format and JHR
LPDJHV
ArcIMS lets you exchange, integrate and analyse data. Users can combine data and
information accessed via the Internet with local data. The ArcIMS architecture is specifically
engineered to serve GIS-data and services on the Internet by providing Web-enabled GIS. The
user-interface can be JAVA- or pure HTML-based.
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Example made with ArcIMS
Read more: http://arconline.esri.com

H;SRVH
eXpose is a web-based tool for viewing data in SQL databases. By forming an SQL question
you get a predefined selection of information from a database. The information is shown
using the same structure as in your normal file handler. This is done in your web browser. To
change the layout of the web frames, templates in html are used.
The program is written in JAVA and uses JDBC to connect to the databases.

Example; Page made with eXpose
Read more: http://www.nyk.zenon.se
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$96±$GYDQFHG9LVXDO6\VWHPV

AVS users can construct their own visualisation applications, by combining software
component into executable flow networks. The components, called modules, implement
specific functions in the visualisation cycle:
- Filtering the basic data into a more usable form
- Mapping the filtered data into either: geometric primitives that when combined together
produce a three-dimensional geometry representation of the data, or mapping the data
into pixels that when combined together produce a two-dimensional picture or image
representation of the data
- Rendering the 3D geometry or 2D images into pictures on the display screen
Read more: http://www.avs.com
0LFURVRIWSURGXFWV
Microsoft products such as Excel and PowerPoint are used for making tables and
presentations.
Read more: http://www.microsoft.com
$UFREDWILOHV
Documents converted to Acrobat pdf-files can easily be made accessible on the Internet via a
hyperlink. It’s easy to download and the software necessary to read the information, Acrobat
Reader, is available as freeware.
Read more: http://www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/main.html
*U$'6
The Grid Analysis and Display System (GrADS) is an interactive desktop tool for access,
manipulation, analysis, and visualisation of gridded and point data. The grids may be regular,
non-linearly spaced, gaussian, or of variable resolution, and the format of the data may be
either binary, GRIB, or NetCDF.
Data analysis capabilities are accessed through built-in or user defined external functions, and
a programmable interface can be used to automate complex multi-step calculations or
displays. Graphical techniques include line, bar and scatter plots, as well as smoothed
contours, shaded contours, streamlines, wind vectors, grid boxes, shaded grid boxes, and
station model plots. Graphics may be output in PostScript or image formats.
GrADS is freely distributed, and its versions are available for UNIX, Linux, PCs running
Windows 95/NT or DOS, and MacIntosh computers.
Read more: http://grads.iges.org/grads/
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Example; Map made with GrADS


*07±7KH*HQHULF0DSSLQJ7RROV
GMT is a set of about 60 freely available tools for map-making and drawing scientific
diagrams. GMT allows using both point data and gridded data. Co-ordinate transformations
and some analysis are also possible. GMT has also free world basemap with very accurate sea
shorelines and fairly accurate lake shorelines, rivers and state borders.
GMT is available for Unix, Linux, Windows and OS/2. GMT tools are either UNIX
commands or DOS commands. They can be included in any UNIX or DOS script and this is
also the usual way to use GMT.
Positive:
- It is possible to specify very accurately how all features will appear in maps and diagrams.
- It is often easily possible to combine GMT with other programs and applications (e.g.
awk, Fortran programs, Oracle Sqlplus etc.).
- User to user support via the GMT mailing list is working.
Negative:
- Writing GMT –code may be time-consuming.
- GMT is not suitable for animations.
- The spatial interpolation algorithms are probably not the best possible. However, there
exists a partially GMT –based third party interpolation toolkit called Spherekit
(http://www.ncgia.ucsb.edu/pubs/spherekit/) with better spatial interpolation tools.
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Example; Map made with GMT

-$9$
JAVA is a programming language, which is object oriented and has a lot of FODVV-libraries
with a lot of functionality. A &ODVV is a JAVA general-standalone-object. You can add the
libraries (of FODVVHV) you want, and build up your owns.
• JAVA is an “easy-to-learn” language.
• JAVA does not have multiple heritance, or pointers.
• JAVA has not “closing/killing” of objects, which is good for the programmer. This is
because JAVA has it’s own garbage collector, cleaning up unused objects (that means
STOPS) when running.
• The most special with JAVA is that it’s interpreting when running, JRE (Java Runtime
Environment). That means that JAVA is slowly when running and it needs lot of
internal memory (this depends on the size of the application).
• JRE is running on the client. It is therefore smart to have much of the logic on the
server, using JAVA-servlets.
• JRE is integrated in the browser but if the application need more than the standard
components for JAVA, or newer versions, the client must install a JAVA-plugin in the
browser.
• When running JAVA in a browser environment it has a heavily start, because the
JAVA-application is downloaded to the client (this depend for sure on the baud-rate
for net-communications and the size of the application).
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-$9$KLVWRU\
http://java.sun.com/features/1998/05/birthday.html
:K\-DYDWHFKQRORJ\"
Networks require software that is portable, modular, and secure – all areas where Java
technology shines, because it was designed for use on networks from the beginning.
:KDWLVWKH-$9$SODWIRUP"
http://java.sun.com/nav/whatis/index.html
This is a very good link, telling shortly about the JAVA-platform. Developing on the JAVA
platform means that projects are completed faster and with less debugging. Java is systemindependent and runs on all user platforms and even in the browser environment. Javacomponents are easily reusable.
Read more: http://java.sun.com or http://www.javasoft.com
*QX3ORW
GnuPlot is a command-driven interactive program for visualising 2D and 3D data points and
functions in many different styles (points, lines, error bars, contour plot, mesh). It supports a
large number of graphics file formats and devices, including postscript and gif, and it is freely
distributed for a number of platforms: Unix, Linux, VAX/VMS, Windows, Macintosh, etc..
6WDU2IILFH

StarOffice software, including products such as Calc for spreadsheet and Impress for
presentations, runs on several platforms (the Solaris Operating Environment, Linux, and
Microsoft Windows) and is freely available.
$GREH3DJH0DNHU

Adobe PageMaker is a desktop program for creating publications such as newsletters,
brochures, magazines and interactive pages on the World Wide Web.
Read more: http://www.adobe.com/products/pagemaker/main.html
*UDSKHU

Grapher is a graphing package for creating publication-quality graphs.
Read more: http://www.golden.com/frames/grapherframe.htm
6XUIHU

Surfer is a contouring and 3D plotting program.
Read more: http://www.golden.com/frames/surferframe.htm
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$GREH,OOXVWUDWRUDQG-DVF3DLQW6KRS3UR
Adobe Illustrator and Jasc Paint Shop Pro are used for finalisation of the images mentioned
above.
Read more: http://www.adobe.com/products/illustrator/main.html
http://www.jasc.com/product.asp?pf%5Fid=001
)HUUHW
Ferret is an interactive computer visualisation and analysis environment designed to meet the
needs of oceanographers and meteorologists analysing large and complex gridded data sets. It
runs on most Unix systems, and on Windows NT/9x using X windows for display. It can be
installed to run from a Web browser ("WebFerret") for use while away from your desk or
from a system lacking X windows software. It can transparently access extensive remote
Internet databases using DODS.
Read more: http://ferret.wrc.noaa.gov/Ferret/
9LVXDO%DVLF
Read more: http://msdn.microsoft.com/vba/
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 ([FKDQJHRI&OLPDWHGDWD


The best way to make information available today is to link it to the Internet. Information
can either be made public or shared with other climatologists through an extranet or common
server. Our possibilities to make data public are restricted by agreements in ECOMET and
WMO.
The data can be put on the net as raw data from our data sets or as presentations in the forms
of maps, tables or text-documents. The ways to present data on the net is developing rapidly.
Using web access to climate data for distributing the data makes the information easy to find,
easy to evaluate and makes it easy to retrieve the desired data.
To be able to share data within NORDKLIM requires a common area where data can be
stored and accessed by all NORDKLIM countries. Security aspects make it difficult to have a
common area where all participants can update the information. The only easy solution we
have found today is to store the data on an ftp-server, where access is restricted. This is not an
ideal solution because the ftp-server will not permit data processing. It can only be used as a
data storage area for raw datafiles. Up till now much of the data exchange has been done by
using e-mail with attached ASCII-files in so called NACD format.
We have created an Internet site for NORDKLIM. It can be used as a platform to share
climatological information from the different countries. Reports and maps can be made
available through this site.
NORDKLIM www-page: http://www.smhi.se/hfa_coord/nordklim/
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Solfrid Agersten
Norwegian Meteorological Institute
P.O. Box 43 Blindern, N-0313 Oslo, Norway
E-mail Solfrid.Agersten@dnmi.no


,QWURGXFWLRQ
WEB-clients
The system is using a 3-layer structure:
Client
BBInternet__
Database – server – client (Figure 1).
------------------------------The GDWDEDVH is a Data- warehouse containing
derived parameters as observations, daily- and
Server
monthly- values, normals and extremes. The VHUYHU
------------------------------produce dynamic HTML documents containing
tables and graphs for selected parameters using
Database
JAVA-servlets. The FOLHQW contains the user interface,
including an interactive map for selection of stations.
The application is programmed in JAVA1.2 and is
Figure 1: System architecture
running in the Java-plugin environment. Using this
technology we can make advanced user interfaces running in a browser.
:(%VHUYHU

-$9$VHUYOHWV

:HEFOLHQWV
The use of Internet technology in our Climatic Data-warehouse applications will increase the
accessibility for our data. The technology has several advantages:
• It is platform independent.
• It makes the system easy to maintain.
• There is no installation needed on the client other than the JAVA-plugin (the user has
then to accept a certificate, for DNMI, from the certificate authority Thawte
Consulting).
• Internet standards also offer tools for handling security problems including
monitoring of traffic (customers).
OD\HUVWUXFWXUH'DWDEDVH±VHUYHU±FOLHQW
This configuration makes thin clients. Only the user interface (JAVA-applet environment) is
loaded over to the client. The database logic and heavy operations are located on the server.
This configuration also makes it easy to design an object-oriented system. We can separate
the “business logic”, the user interface and the presentation of data in separate modules.
'DWDEDVH
The Climatic Data-warehouse is an Oracle 8.0.5 database, running on UNIX. The database
can be easily reconstructed from the main climatic-database.
6HUYHU

:(%VHUYHU
We are running APACHE WEB-server because it is free and highly scalable and exists for all
common systems/computer environments. We use JServ 1.0 for APACHE to run JAVAservlets.
16

-$9$6HUYOHWV
Servlets is server side Java programs for generating dynamic HTML-documents or other dataobjects. This technology is faster than the traditional CGI-scripts. We decided to use servlets
because it’s flexible and we can use already developed Java modules. The servlets have
basically two main functions:
• It produces the station map showing stations that have the selected parameters for a
given period.
• It produces a HTML-; text- or Excel- document showing the data for selected
stations, parameters and period.
In the HTML user interface, servlets are used to make a dynamic dialog with the user. The
servlets, and not the applet/client, communicate with the database using JDBC (JAVA
DataBase Connectivity).

&OLHQW
8VHULQWHUIDFH
The user interface consists of dialogs with the user, in 1 to 5 parts. It results in the 6th- the
report. The user interface (dialogs) exists in both JAVA-version (advanced, but the user must
have the JAVA-plugin installed) and HTML-version (thin-client, the most advanced reports
are not implemented here)
1. Dialog for selection of report type: The reports are specified in an XML-document.
When the user select a report type, a dialog for required inputs is popping up.
2. Dialog for choosing parameters (in a tree-structure)
3. Special (required) inputs (ex. max-values, interval ++)
4. Period (years and months, or dates)
5. Station selection for actual stations: from a station table or from a map interface for
graphically selection of stations where the user is able to zoom in and out in the map,
panning, zoom into selected stations and zooming to the extent of all stations.
6. Change format/quality for the document (default: HTML)
7. When the user has finished the selection, the result will appear as a report in a new
frame or window.
Examples are shown in attachment 1.
&RQWHQW5HSRUWVIRUWKHDSSOLFDWLRQ
We have about 40 different reports available in the system. It is different kinds of reports:
• Time series; observations, daily- and monthly- values.
• Normal values
• Extreme values
• Frequencies –reports (counts the number of occasions for some parameters)
• Meta-information about stations and parameters
The reports can be given in different formats as: HTML, plain text and MS Excel. Statistically
data are integrated in many of the reports, and it is also possible to get a graphical view.
&RQFOXVLRQV
There have been significant technical challenges to overcome, but use of Internet technology
allows us to increase the accessibility of climatic data. Our focus on building a general
platform will surely be paid back in further development of the system:
17

•
•

It is very easy to add and define new reports in the system.
The components (JAVA-classes) are built in such a way that they are easy to reuse. It
is therefore possible to use the components in other systems, connecting to other
databases with few adjustments.

)XUWKHUSODQV
• Upgrade Oracle database and install Oracle application-server.
• Make the application scalable for different languages
• Build the reports in XML-format (more flexible and general) for future formats (ex.
WAP)
• Distribute the application on the Internet for customers, partners and the public (has to
declare restricted data and areas). This is a security challenge!
*,63ODQV
We have now installed ArcIMS (Internet Mapping Server) in order to publish climatic data
also as map-interface. It is a challenge to make the maps dynamically accessible for users.
We will focus on:
• Monthly- and annual- normals
• Monthly- and annual- precipitation values
• Monthly- and annual- mean temperature values
• Extreme precipitation (return periods).
The maps will be shown as point values and interpolated grid values.
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 6HOHFWIRUPDWTXDOLW\



 7KHUHVXOWDUHSRUW
There is a linked stylesheet to the report and hyperlinked stations and parameters to fetch
more information about them.
1HGE¡UW\SHRJK¡\GHVQ¡G\EGHRJGHNNH
Stnr

Navn

Stasjoner
Type I drift fra I drift til Hoh

10400 RØROS VS

mai 1952

Fylke

Kommune

628 SØR-TRØNDELAG RØROS

Para

Elementer
Beskrivelse

Enhet

RR
SA
SD
V10
V11
V12
V4
V5
V6
V7
V8
V9

Nedbør
Snødybde
Snødekke
Været siden forrige hovedobservasjon
Været siden forrige hovedobservasjon
Været siden forrige hovedobservasjon
Været siden forrige hovedobservasjon
Været siden forrige hovedobservasjon
Været siden forrige hovedobservasjon
Været siden forrige hovedobservasjon
Været siden forrige hovedobservasjon
Været siden forrige hovedobservasjon

mm
cm
4-deler
kode
kode
kode
kode
kode
kode
kode
kode
kode
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Dag
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
Antall
Laveste
Dag
Høyeste
Dag
Sum
Middel
Normal
%

V10400 RØROS Februar 1997
V4 V5 V6 V7 V8 V9 V10 V11 V12 RR SA
SB
SB
SB
0,6 60
. 60
. 60
. 60
SS
0,0 60
SS
SS
SS
0,1 60
SS
SS
1,2 61
RB
0,0 61
SS
SS
SS
13,0 80
SS
SS
SS
10,2 90
LB SS
0,5 90
SS
SB
4,7 95
SS
SB
SS
0,9 95
SS
0,0 95
SS
0,0 90
. 90
. 90
SS
0,4 90
SS
SS
SS
4,4 95
SS
SS
SS
1,6 95
SS
0,2 95
. 95
SB
SS
1,2 95
RB
SS
1,7 95
SS
RR SL
0,5 95
. 95
SS
SS
SS
0,7 100
SS
SS
2,3 90
14
13 1
16 1
28
28
. 60
2
1
13,0 100
9
27
44,2
83
28,0
157,9

SD
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
28
4
1
4
1
4
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&OLPDWRORJLFDOLQIRUPDWLRQRQWKH,QWHUQHWIURP60+,.
Today SMHI has the following information on the web, mostly in Swedish.
Weather of year 2000
Official Swedish meteorological records
Maps from the National Atlas of Sweden, Climate, Lakes and Rivers
Factsheets
Statistical information, such as annual mean temperature for different parts of Sweden
Station maps for the temperature- and precipitation stations
SWECLIM information

Example from http://www.smhi.se
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. 5HIHUHQFHV


Climate Data Visualization on the Web. AMS – 13th International Conference on Interactive
Information and Processing Systems for Meteorology, Oceanography and Hydrology, 1997
Visualization Tools, National Computational Science Alliance (NCSA)
http://cgi.ncsa.uiuc.edu/Vis/Info/Intro/
Geografisk informationsbehandling, Metoder och tillämpningar, Byggforskningsrådet ULI,
Sweden, 1999
Modeling our World, The ESRI Guide to Geodatabase Design, Michael Zeiler, ESRI Press
SMHI homepage: (http://www.smhi.se)
ESRI, http://www.esri.com/software/
MapInfo, http://dynamo.mapinfo.com/products/web/Overview.cfm?productid=44

GrADS, (http://grads.iges.org/grads/)
GnuPlot, (http://www.gnuplot.org/)
StarOffice, (http://www.sun.com/staroffice/)
GMT homepage: http://www.soest.hawaii.edu/gmt/
GMT mailing list archive: http://op.gfz-potsdam.de/GMT-Help/
AVS, (http://www.avs.com)
eXpose, (http://www.nyk.zenon.se)
Java, (http://java.sun.com), (http://www.javasoft.com)
Microsoft, (http://www.microsoft.com)
Surfer, (http://www.golden.com/frames/surferframe.htm)
Grapher, (http://www.golden.com/frames/grapherframe.htm)
PageMaker, (http://www.adobe.com/products/pagemaker/main.html)
Illustrator, (http://www.adobe.com/products/illustrator/main.html)
Paint Shop Pro, (http://www.jasc.com/product.asp?pf%5Fid=001)
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